
When managing STERILE SETS, industrial laundries just CANNOT choose. 
Automation and technology are simply essential.
The use of barcodes and more importantly of RFID systems (Radio Frequency                      
IDentification, employing either low or high frequencies) will help you hit the mark as 
you face the competition… and meet your clients' requirements. 
Software and technology for laundries, a modular software suite, includes 
efficient tools to manage all aspects connected with STERILE SETS. 
Barcodes may be used for the final labels, while in the case of COMPONENTS different 
identification technologies are also possible-typically, RFID tags equipped with a 
transponder.

SterilSET RF-ID System and its optional software modules,
 Sterilset RF-ID  CI  (basic RFID functions)
 Sterilset RF-ID  AV  (advanced RFID functions)
 Sterilset RF-ID  PA  (Advanced production module)

will enable you to manage the entire sterile set production cycle, in different ways 
according to the technology you choose to adopt.

Major applications:
 Sterile set composition by means of special bills of materials (BOMs)
 Set expiry management, for sets stocked by your clients
 A maximum allowed number of washing cycles can be set for the components
 Incoming dirty items are detected by checking either the labels or one or
 more of the associated components
 Components can be assembled in the proper sequential order
 Automated delivery planning management based on final label and/or 
 component arrival
 Automated tracking of MISSING components
 Management of discarded items
 Autoclave and sterilization lot management
 Production and set rotation statistics
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A SYSTEM MEANT FOR…
for industrial laundries who need to cope with the complex issues 
connected with STERILE SETS and look for well-tested software and 
procedures already being used by sterilization centers. 
SOFTWARE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR LAUNDRIES may also support 
you with the thorough know-how gained during several years in this 
sector. 

STERILE SET management optionally involving the use of 
barcodes and/or RFID technology (RFID tags) 



State-of-the-art RFID systems for industrial laundries
An industrial laundry is possibly the most hostile operating environment for electronic 
devices. High temperatures, aggressive chemicals and high operating pressures are just 
some of the issues affecting an RFID (Radiofrequency Identification) system, which must 
be able to withstand them.
In recent years RFID tags have become a valid alternative to barcodes for the purpose              
of identifying textiles.
As many operators have been able to notice, adopting RFIDs led to a substantially higher 
productivity.
A RFID chip consists of an embedded sophisticated semiconductor connected to a tiny 
antenna.
Chips used in laundries may easily be exposed to temperatures up tp 220 °C and 
withstand 300 to 400 washing and drying processes.
At any rate, they are guaranteed to last for up to 100 cycles.

Highlights

SterilSET RF-ID System features the following functions:
Complete specific data management concerning:

 CLIENTS
 ITEMS (SETS and COMPONENTS)
 Maximum allowed number of washing cycles (components)
 Days left to expiry date (Sets)
 Weight

 CONTRACTS
 SETS (kits)
 Component position within the set
 Technical description
 Datasheet printout
 Set enhancement

Item movement data are fed into the management accounting IT system for invoicing, 
warehouse movement and procurement purposes.

SterilSET RF-ID System also provides the following major functions:
 Barcodes or chips can be associated with components
 Incoming labels can be detected
 A delivery plan is automatically generated, simulating a 'virtual' arrival of the
 components
 The actual arrival of components is then managed (also with either barcodes
 or chips)
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State-of-the-art RFID systems for industrial laundries 
available in LF (low frequency) as well as
HF (high frequency/ 13.56 Mhz, multiread)



 Automated delivery planning generation on the basis of incoming labels 
 and/or components (if ID'd)
 Set composition management
 Set planning management
 Automated delivery hints
 Label printout
 Production datasheet printout
 Sterilization lot and autoclave management
 Management of statistics, namely:
 - label and component movement
 - component washed more than 'n' times
 - Discarded item statistics
 - Components which were NOT returned
 - Production statistics
 - Item rotation statistics

Main functions
SterilSET RF-ID System's main functions are:
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Preparing a set

2nd entry label 



Main functions
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Incoming component

Set planning preliminary 
check - automatically started 
as items arrive

Detail of components 
needed to complete the set 
and their availability



PRODUCTION CYCLE FLOWCHART 
STERILIZATION DEPARTMENT
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Production cycle
You may split up your production cycle in separate stages, entirely controlled by several 
parameters. These can be defined as needed; each stage may be either managed via         
the IT system or regarded as a mere production step. You will be able to opt for            
“client-oriented” and/or “warehouse-oriented” production cycles.

As to the main difference, in client-oriented cycles sets are associated with a client   
whenever they are created, whereas in warehouse-oriented cycles they are associated 
with a client only as a final step.

A possible configuration may be:

 Incoming dirty items
 Washing and drying

In the sterilization center (preparation room):
 Drapes are checked
 Any noncompliant items are detected
 Drapes are folded and taped

JOB ORDER CREATION

This may be activated by either:
 Orders placed by a client, or
 automated delivery planning triggered by returning labels and/or components 
 (as long as they have been identified)
 - Label printout
 - Set composition and packaging

Sterilization process
 Items are sterilized and a slip is issued by the autoclave showing a lot number;
 The package is checked for compliance;
 - Noncompliant packages may be disassembled;

 The set is associated with the corresponding sterilization lot;
 A production label is printed out.
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Production cycle stages are
managed via the “set mode”
of SterilSET RF-ID System



RFID technology implementation

One of Software and technology for laundries's goals, particularly in the case of 
SterilSET RF-ID System, is to extend the use of radiofrequencyrelated systems to those 
industrial laundries whose main line of business concerns hospitals and nursing homes.

The introduction of HF (high frequency) devices which can simultaneously read 
several chips-and thus several garments-dramatically increases the opportunities to 
speed up the whole production cycle.

When developing their latest software, Sterilset RF-ID System's technical lab attached 
great importance to embedding this technology into their system which further enhances 
the enormous progress in warehouse management and cost
abatement brought about by LF LF transponders.
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State of the art RFID Systems for industrial laundries
LF (low-frequency) and now HF as well (highfrequency:
13,56 Mhz, multiread)

HF multiread  tunnel antenna
HF reading tunnel (multiread, 13,56 Mhz, 
ISO 18000-3/15693 standard)

The development and implementation         
of tunnel antennae, which could not        
work with the older LF technology, led to 
outstandingly innovative solutions    
concerning the detection of incoming dirty 
items as well as outgoing clean ones.

Approximate size
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Production cycle

 Sterility check (biological test) 
 - Non-compliant sets may be disassembled

 Sets are conveyed to a sterile lot warehouse
 Sets are associated to the corresponding client (as long as they were meant for 
 temporary warehousing)
 Set slips for clients are printed out

Set preparation and forwarding

  Delivery bill printout

Software requirements 
(we shall go into the relevant details when installing)

 SERVER CLIENT

 - Mistral Laundry - SQL SERVER 2000   or
 - “Gestione Lavanderie” - SQL SERVER 2003   or
   (“Laundry management” - recommended) - SQL SERVER 2005  

 Operating System  CLIENT

 - WINDOWS 2003 Server - No special requirements, we
    recommend Windows 2000 or XP

Hardware requirements 
(we shall go into the relevant details when installing)

 SERVER CLIENT

 - To be defined on the basis   - To be defined on the basis 
   of your needs   of your needs

To request a demo showing what SterilSET RF-ID System can do for you, or to ask for 
more information, just e-mail us-or write to:

 
 
 

 
 
 
   

 
   

 
   

 
 
 
 
 


